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Symbolic Computation and Differential Equations:
Lie Symmetries
JOHN CARMINATI AND KHAI VU
School of Computing and Mathematics, Deakin University, Geelong, Victoria, Australia
In this paper we discuss the package DESOLV written for the algebraic computing sys-
tem MAPLE. DESOLV has routines which will systematically obtain with considerably
flexibility, all resulting integrability conditions for any system of linear, coupled, partial
differential equations. It also contains routines which will automatically generate and
attempt to integrate the determining equations for the Lie symmetries of differential
equations.
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1. Introduction
Systems of coupled differential equations occur often in many theoretical and applied ar-
eas. In many cases, exact solutions are required as numerical methods are not appropriate
or applicable. Indeed, exact solutions of systems of partial differential equations arising in
fluid dynamics, continuum mechanics and general relativity are of considerable value for
the light they shed into extreme cases which are not susceptible to numerical treatments.
One important source of exact solutions to differential equations is the group theoretic
method of Lie. Essential to this approach is the need to solve systems of “determining
equations”, which consist of coupled, linear, homogeneous, partial differential equations.
Typically, such systems vary between ten to several hundred equations. Clearly in the
case of sets of equations consisting of about 100 equations or more, the prospect of finding
solutions to such systems with just pencil and paper would certainly be quite daunting.
However, with the relatively recent advent of powerful symbolic computing environments
such as MACSYMA, MAPLE, MATHEMATICA, MuMATH, and REDUCE, many of
the steps involved in the manipulation and integration can be automated.
The main aim in writing dedicated packages is to bring systems of differential equations
as close to quadrature as possible, i.e. that as far as possible the process of obtaining
the total set of integrability conditions and the resulting integration of the system be
automated using these symbolic computing packages. There are a number of symbolic
software packages on different underlying algebraic computing systems, which are ded-
icated to obtaining the determining equations, and to varying degrees reducing these
systems to a standard or normal form and then automatically (and subsequently inter-
actively) integrating as far as possible. We now list some of the main packages.
Running under REDUCE: SPDE (also written for AXIOM) by Schwarz (1982, 1987,
1992a,b); LIEDF/INFSYM and other routines by Gragert and Kersten (1991) and Ker-
sten (1989); packages by Edelem (1980), Edelen (1991); NUSY by Nucci (1991); CRACK
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by Wolf and Brand (1992); DIMSYM by Sherring et al. (1997), Sherring and Prince
(1992); LIEPDE by Wolf (1993) and LIE by Eliseev et al. (1985). Running under MAC-
SYMA: PDELIE by Vafeades (1990, 1993); SYM DE by Steinberg (1979, 1990); SYM-
MGRP.MAX by Champagne et al. (1991); SYMCON by Vafeades (1990); SYMCAL
by Reid (1991a,b), and routines by Schwarzmeier and Rosenau (1988). Running under
MAPLE: LIESYMM by Carminati et al. (1992); routines by Hickman (1993), SYMCAL
and STANDARD FORM by Reid and Wittopf (1993); and DIFFGROB2 by Mansfield
(1993), Mansfield and Facerell (1992). Running under MATHEMATICA: MATHSYM by
Herod (1992), LIE and BAECKLAND by Baumann (1992). Running under MuMATH:
LIE by Head (1993). Finally, there are also a number of packages running under different
systems (Bocharov, 1989; Bocharov and Bronstein, 1989; Kornyak and Fushchich, 1991).
For a comprehensive list of software available, applications and reviews, see the articles
by Hereman (1993, 1994, 1996, 1997a,b).
In the attempt at automating the integration of determining systems, some researchers
believe that this necessitates the natural splitting of the approach into two stages: (a) ma-
nipulation of the system into an involutive (standard) form which fundamentally depends
on the ordering; and (b) integration of the standard form system. Our approach incor-
porates these basic stages but in an addition stage (a) is augmented by adjoining the
“excluded” system of integrability conditions to the orthonomic (“included”) system.
Basically, we have called those integrability conditions arising from the equality of mixed
partials of the leading derivatives, as determined by a given ordering, as “included”.
Those integrability conditions arising from the equality of mixed partials which are not
obtained exclusively from the leading derivatives are called the “excluded” conditions (for
a given ordering). In addition, the excluded conditions are derived on pairs of equations
which are not connected via the included manner, as obtained with the given ordering.
(Clarifying examples will be provided in Section 2.) Finally, we note that, as mentioned
above, different standard or involutive forms are obtained according to different orderings
on the variables. Experience has shown that some involutive forms are more desirable,
from the integration point of view, than others. We have taken this observation into
consideration when implementing options in our code. This aspect will be explained in
more detail later.
In this paper, we describe the package DESOLV (Vu, 1998), written for MAPLE,
which incorporates these fundamental ideas. The routine icde in DESOLV handles stage
(a) while gendef generates the determining equations. The routine pdesolv attempts to
integrate not only determining systems but other systems in general as well. Briefly, icde
first takes a system of linear differential equations and depending on user choice, if the
ordering is unspecified, determines the appropriate ordering on the variables (dependent
and independent) so as to minimize or maximize certain “weighting” functions. (The
weighting methods will be explained in Section 2.) Thus, with an ordering specifically
determined by one of the weighting methods (five are actually implemented, but the
choice auto is recommended for very large systems), or as given by the user, icde pro-
ceeds to reduce the system to the orthonomic form. This is established in cycles where
integrability conditions are computed in pairs and each cycle is completed when all orig-
inal pairs, present at the beginning of each cycle, are done. Our aim (except perhaps
for auto) with the “weighting” methods is to, initially at least, obtain the maximum
number of nontrivial conditions so as maximize the amount of information regarding
the functional structure. Ultimately, it would appear from testing done so far that this
can lead to, in a certain sense, simpler final systems to integrate, i.e. systems may ex-
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press a greater measure of variable decoupling. Once the orthonomic (included) system
is obtained, icde then proceeds, if specified, to generate different levels of the excluded
system. These excluded conditions may be manually used in an auxiliary mode to assist,
if necessary, in the integration. These notions will be made more precise in the remainder
of this article.
We have included several practical options in icde to assist the user. First, for very
large systems (many hundreds) it may not be practical to go to the involutive form.
However, it may still be very useful to prolong the system by the first or second cycle
of integrability conditions only. To this end, the routine icde allows the user the option
to reduce to involutive form (if practical) or of just prolonging by a user specified level.
For these exceptional systems, the user may use the optional auto ordering to improve
speed and reduce memory requirements. Secondly, as previously mentioned, there are
five options, governed by the maximizing or minimizing of certain “weighting” functions,
which lead to an automatic choice of order on the variables or alternatively, the user
can specify the order. Thirdly, with a given order of variables, there is the option of
determining the excluded integrability conditions, together with the orthonomic system.
To increase the speed of the computations, there is the option of using the Maple expand
command rather the simplify (default) command in the simplification operations. Finally,
the option perit can be used to try and overcome the intermediate swell problem if it
arises.
The routine gendef will in a great many cases (this was true for all, over fifty, the
differential equations or systems considered in our test suite), automatically generate the
determining equations for differential equations without intermediate user intervention.
There is an in-built option that will flag the user if the “modding” process fails. The
routine pdesolv systematically executes subroutines that attempt to integrate a system
of differential equations. Many of these integration algorithms are taken from LIE Head
(1993) and CRACK Wolf and Brand (1992). To these, we have added new algorithms
which together with those routines inherently provided by the MAPLE system, facili-
tate the integration process. Finally, if the automated process of integration does not
completely reduce the system to quadrature, the intermediate results are returned in a
user convenient format for further interactive analysis using any of the existing tools in
MAPLE.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief description of the
implemented algorithms in DESOLV together with some simple illustrative examples.
Section 3 contains a summary of the results of the application of DESOLV to more
difficult and complicated systems of determining equations. In Section 4, we offer some
concluding remarks.
2. The Package “DESOLV”
The routines in DESOLV are:
• icde—determines the integrability conditions (included and excluded) of a linear
system of differential equations.
• pdesolv—attempts to integrate systems of differential equations.
• gendef —generates the determining equations for Lie point symmetries.
• symmetry—completely automated determination of the Lie point symmetries using
default settings.
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• genvec—writes each infinitesimal operator associated with the solutions of the de-
termining equations.
• comtab—generates the commutator table given the infinitesimal operators.
• classify—keeps track (classification) of all special cases by displaying (assumed)
nonzero, and (assumed) linearly independent quantities.
The routine icde uses the following algorithm to calculate all nontrivial or nonredundant
(included) integrability conditions of a system of linear partial differential equations.
Our algorithm which we call Minimal Kolchin–Ritt is a combination of the Kolchin–Ritt
algorithm (Mansfield, 1993) together with the method of calculating minimal integrability
conditions of the Standard–Form algorithm (Reid, 1991a,b; Reid and Wittopf, 1993).
Briefly, the algorithm is as follows:
minimal Kolchin–Ritt algorithm
• Input: a list of equations LEQ, a list of functions F, a list of variables X.
• Output: a list of equations LIC.
• Let LIC = LEQ
• Calculate the ordering of functions F using an available method of weight ordering
• Sort the list LIC according to highest derivatives in ascending order
• Convert LIC into a pseudo auto-reduce system
• Let LISTPAIR be a list of pairs of equations {Ei,Ej} for Ei,Ej in LIC• Let LWEDGE be an empty list
• While LISTPAIR is not empty do
– For each pair {Ei,Ej} in LISTPAIR do
∗ Remove the pair {Ei,Ej} from LISTPAIR
∗ Let WEDGE be the IC-wedge of equations {Ei,Ej}
∗ If WEDGE is not a minimal IC-wedge w.r.t to LWEDGE then next end-if
∗ Append WEDGE into LWEDGE
∗ Let M = cross-differentiation of {Ei,Ej}
∗ Pseudo reduce M w.r.t LIC
∗ IF M = 0 then next end-if
∗ Let NEWPAIR be a list of pairs {M ,Ek} for Ek in LIC
∗ Append NEWPAIR into the list LISTPAIR
∗ Append M into the system LIC
– End-do
• End-while
• Sort the list LIC according to the highest derivatives in ascending order
• Convert LIC into a pseudo auto-reduce system
• Let LEIC = Excluded ICs (LIC,F )
• Let LIC = [LIC,LEIC ]
• RETURN(LIC )
• End.
The routine icde uses the following algorithm to calculate the excluded (nontrivial) in-
tegrability conditions:
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Excluded ICs algorithm
• Input: a list of equations LEQ, a list of ordered functions F (ordering is the same
as that in included IC)
• Output: a list of equations LEIC.
• Let E = LEQ.
• Let LEIC = an empty list.
• While E is not an empty list do
– Let n be the number of equations in E
– Let CUREIC = an empty list
– For each pair {Ei, Ej} in E where i 6= j
∗ Let EIC = excluded IC of {Ei, Ej}
∗ Reduce EIC with respect to E, except Ei, Ej
∗ If EIC = 0 then next end-if
∗ Let CUREIC = CUREIC,EIC
– end-for
– Let LEIC = LEIC, CUREIC
– Let E = [CUREIC ]
– Put E into the normal form
• end-while
• RETURN([LEIC ])
• end.
The syntax for icde’s use is icde(leq, fv, iv, iteration = a, ordering = b, simplify = c,
excluded = d, redundant = e, perit = k), where:
• leq—a list of linear differential equations.
• fv—a list of dependent functions.
• iv—a list of independent variables.
• a—an integer (optional). This parameter specifies the maximum number of com-
plete cycles (or iterations) to be performed. The default value is infinity.
• b—an integer (optional) from 1 to 4, or the choice auto, or a specific user-defined or-
dering in the form: [ [ f1,[x11, x12, x13, . . .]], [f2,[x21, x22, x23,. . . ]], [f3,[x31, x32, x33
,. . . ]],. . . ], where fi are the dependent functions and the xij are the independent
variables placed in the list according to increasing order from left to right. The
meaning of each integer is:
– 1, maximum weight for fi and minimum weight for independent variables xj
(default).
– 2, maximum weight for fi and maximum weight for xj .
– 3, minimum weight for fi and minimum weight for xj .
– 4, minimum weight for fi and maximum weight for xj .
– the choice auto is the ordering chosen on a simple-count weight method.
• c—an integer (optional), 1 or 2: The choice 1 (default) instructs Maple to use the
simplify command to simplify the equations, whereas 2 instructs Maple to use the
expand command.
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• d—an integer (optional) from 0 to 2. The meaning of each integer is:
– 0, no excluded integrability conditions (IC) will be calculated (default).
– 1, only excluded IC of excluded IC will be calculated.
– 2, included and excluded IC of excluded IC will be calculated.
• e—an integer (optional), 0 or 1. The choice 0 (default) removes any redundant (with
respect to the included IC) excluded IC, whereas 1 retains all excluded IC.
• k—an integer (optional). This integer choice determines the maximum number of
IC produced per iteration.
The output of icde is a list of lists of equations in the following form:
[[included IC with original system], [[level-one excluded IC], [level-two excluded IC],. . . ]]
We shall now explain the meaning of the different weighting systems. The weight for
each fi and corresponding weights for each of the independent variables are calculated
as follows. We begin by choosing f1 as the highest ordered function and then normalize
the system. Next, we count the number of equations which have a derivative of f1 as the
highest ordered derivative. This integer value is the weight associated with f1. Simulta-
neously, we construct the weight list for the independent variables for f1 by the relative
number of occurrences of derivatives with respect to each variable of f1. This yields a
weight list in ascending order of the independent variables for f1. This process is re-
peated for all other dependent functions. Hence from this we obtain a weight for each fi,
(and a dependent function weight list in ascending order is constructed) together with
a corresponding (for each fi) ordered weight list for the independent variables. Maxi-
mum weight ordering is the ordering chosen according to the generated lists, whereas
minimum weight ordering is the reverse order. The ordering choice of auto is again a
counting of occurrence processes as described above, but without normalizing processes.
Hence this ordering is a “cruder” form of the previous ones which can be very useful
to decrease computational time for ordering large systems. As an additional feature to
speed up computation we have provided the simplify option. In many cases when only
polynomial expressions are being manipulated, considerable computational time can be
saved by using the expand command instead of the simplify command in Maple.
For very large systems, complete reduction to involution may be difficult or not possible
or desirable due to memory size or time constraints (caused by the intermediate swell
problem). Also, in many cases, one or two complete cycles may be sufficient to permit
complete integration, if this is the main objective. To this end, the option iteration has
been introduced as a user control variable. If the entry iteration = a is not present, the
default setting is used and reduction to a complete involutive form is attempted. For some
very large systems, the intermediate swell problem, arising in reduction to involution,
can be overcome by controlling the number of integrability conditions produced in each
iteration. To this end, we have provided the user with the option perit.
To illustrate and clarify some of the above concepts, we will now discuss a number of
examples. Consider the system leq1 :
> leq1:=[diff(f(x,y,t),x)=diff(h(x,y,t),t),
> diff(h(x,y,t),x)=diff(f(x,y,t),y)
> diff(h(x,y,t),y)=g(x,y,t)];
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leq1 :=
[
∂
∂x
f(x, y, t) =
∂
∂t
h(x, y, t),
∂
∂x
h(x, y, t) =
∂
∂y
f(x, y, t),
∂
∂y
h(x, y, t) = g(x, y, t)
]
.
Applying the procedure icde, without the optional parameters, to the system leq1 yields
invleq1 :
> invleq1:= icde(leq1,[f(x,y,t),g(x,y,t),h(x,y,t)],[x,y,t]);
invleq1 :=
[(
∂
∂x
h(x, y, t)
)
−
(
∂
∂y
f(x, y, t)
)
,
(
∂
∂y
h(x, y, t)
)
− g(x, y, t),(
∂
∂x
f(x, y, t)
)
−
(
∂
∂t
h(x, y, t)
)
,−
(
∂2
∂x2
g(x, y, t)
)
+
(
∂2
∂y∂t
g(x, y, t)
)
,(
∂2
∂y∂x
f(x, y, t)
)
−
(
∂
∂t
g(x, y, t)
)
,−
(
∂
∂x
g(x, y, t)
)
+
(
∂2
∂y2
f(x, y, t)
)
,(
∂2
∂x2
f(x, y, t)
)
−
(
∂2
∂y∂t
f(x, y, t)
)
,
(
∂3
∂x3
f(x, y, t)
)
−
(
∂2
∂t2
g(x, y, t)
)]
.
In the prolonged system invleq1, there appear five additional equations representing
the complete set, without redundancy, of integrability conditions. Note that the condition
∂2
∂y ∂t h(x, y, t) =
∂2
∂x2 h(x, y, t) is not included since it is considered redundant because
it can be obtained from the conditions in invleq1 by simple substitutions from first-order
equations into the appropriate second-order one. If only one cycle or level of integrability
conditions for leq1 is desired, then we would obtain the prolonged system invleq11 :
> invleq11:= icde(leq1,[f(x,y,t),g(x,y,t),h(x,y,t)],[x,y,t],
> iteration=1);
invleq11 :=
[
−
(
∂
∂x
g(x, y, t)
)
+
(
∂2
∂y2
f(x, y, t)
)
,(
∂2
∂x2
f(x, y, t)
)
−
(
∂2
∂y∂t
f(x, y, t)
)
,
(
∂2
∂y∂x
f(x, y, t)
)
−
(
∂
∂t
g(x, y, t)
)
,(
∂
∂x
h(x, y, t)
)
−
(
∂
∂y
f(x, y, t)
)
,
(
∂
∂y
h(x, y, t)
)
− g(x, y, t),(
∂
∂x
f(x, y, t)
)
−
(
∂
∂t
h(x, y, t)
)]
.
In this case we have only three additional equations, since we have lost the conditions
∂2
∂x2 g(x, y, t) =
∂2
∂y ∂t g(x, y, t) and
∂3
∂x3 f(x, y, t) =
∂2
∂t2 g(x, y, t) which would have been
generated at the second cycle.
As a second example, we will illustrate how to use the “user-defined” ordering and the
effects that some of the different weighting options can have. Consider the system:
> leq2:=[diff(g(x,y,t),t)=diff(h(x,y,t),y), diff(h(x,y,t),x)
> =diff(h(x,y,t),t), diff(f(x,y,t),t)=diff(g(x,y,t),x)];
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leq2 :=
[
∂
∂t
g(x, y, t) =
∂
∂y
h(x, y, t)
∂
∂x
h(x, y, t) =
∂
∂t
h(x, y, t),
∂
∂t
f(x, y, t) =
∂
∂x
g(x, y, t)
]
.
If we choose the ordering f>g>h, then we would end up with the undesirable (in the
sense of generating more conditions in the hope of facilitating integration) situation of
generating no IC:
> icde(leq2,[f(x,y,t),g(x,y,t),h(x,y,t)], [x,y,t],
> ordering=[[h,[x,y,t]],[g,[x,y,t]],[f,[x,y,t]]]);[(
∂
∂x
h(x, y, t)
)
−
(
∂
∂t
h(x, y, t)
)
,(
∂
∂t
g(x, y, t)
)
−
(
∂
∂y
h(x, y, t)
)
,
(
∂
∂t
f(x, y, t)
)
−
(
∂
∂x
g(x, y, t)
)]
.
On the other hand, we may use the default option (ordering = 1) to obtain:
> invleq2:=icde(leq2,[g(x,y,t),h(x,y,t),f(x,y,t )],[x,y,t]);
invleq2 :=
[(
∂
∂x
h(x, y, t)
)
−
(
∂
∂t
h(x, y, t)
)
,
(
∂
∂t
f(x, y, t)
)
−
(
∂
∂x
g(x, y, t)
)
,(
∂
∂t
g(x, y, t)
)
−
(
∂
∂y
h(x, y, t)
)
,
(
∂2
∂y∂x
h(x, y, t)
)
−
(
∂2
∂t2
f(x, y, t)
)
,(
∂3
∂t3
f(x, y, t)
)
−
(
∂3
∂x∂t2
f(x, y, t)
)]
.
This system is certainly more useful in that it expresses a greater measure of decoupling
since, in addition, we have now generated a differential equation solely for f. In this case,
icde has chosen the ordering as h>g>f. (To see this in Maple, just set infolevel[icde]:=2.)
When using the DIFFALG package (specifically, the routines differential ring and Rosen-
feld Groebner) in Maple, one is faced with having to choose the ordering (ranking) and
there is no “guidance” in making this choice. Also, these DIFFALG routines are rather
restricted to differential expressions with only rational coefficients.
As a third example, consider the following system:
> leq3:=[diff(g(x,t),t,t)=diff(b(x,t),x),
> diff(b(x,t),t,t)=diff(g(x,t),x)];
leq3 :=
[
∂2
∂t2
g(x, t) =
∂
∂x
b(x, t),
∂2
∂t2
b(x, t) =
∂
∂x
g(x, t)
]
.
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We use icde to generate the excluded integrability conditions as follows:
> invleq3:=icde(leq3,[b(x,t),g(x,t)],[x,t], excluded=1);
invleq3 :=
[[(
∂2
∂t2
g(x, t)
)
−
(
∂
∂x
b(x, t)
)
,(
∂2
∂t2
b(x, t)
)
−
(
∂
∂x
g(x, t)
)]
,
[[(
∂4
∂t4
g(x, t)
)
−
(
∂2
∂x2
g(x, t)
)]]]
.
As expected, it can be seen there are no included integrability conditions since the two
second-order derivatives are not “connected”(i.e. leading derivatives do not have the
same function). This is indicated by the fact that the first list contains only the original
equations. However, the excluded IC list correctly contains the useful level-one condition
on g(x, t), resulting from the integrability condition arising from the equality of mixed
derivatives of the function b(x, t). The above mentioned routines in DIFFALG cannot
produce this excluded IC.
There are seven basic modules in pdesolv. Briefly, these are:
• Module1—the “solving one-term” module solves an equation which consists of a
single term.
• Module2—the “direct separating” module has the method of separation-of-variables,
uses some CRACK routines that have been modified.
• Module3—the “solving for unknown” module solves an equation for an unknown
function.
• Module4—the “indirect separating” module is used on functions that depend on less
than the full number of independent variables. This module uses some substantially
modified routines from CRACK. There are also a number of added routines.
• Module5—the “integrating” module uses the routines inherent to Maple and some
from CRACK and LIE.
• Module6—the “solving o.d.e.” module attempts to solve a linear o.d.e. of any order.
• Module7—the “icde assist” module makes repeated use of icde at any stage of the
integration process when “necessary”.
The syntax for pdesolv ’s use is essentially the same as that for icde except for excluded
and redundant but includes the options module and access7. With the option module
= n (n ≤ 7 ) pdesolv will only use the first n modules. The default setting of module
is 7. The default ordering for when pdesolv calls icde (in Module7) is auto. With the
setting of iteration = n, then every time pdesolv calls icde only n iterations are done
before returning to the other six integration modules. However, with the default setting
of iteration, reduction to involution is always performed every time a call is made to
module7. The option access7 controls the number of times that pdesolv can call module7
before stopping the integration process. The default setting is 4, which should be sufficient
for most problems.
The first list in the output of pdesolv contains the remaining unsolved equations and
hence, if empty, would indicate that the system has been completely solved. The second
list of the output contains the inequality conditions that have been assumed on the un-
known functions and constants. The third list contains the solutions for the coefficients of
the infinitesimal generator and the last list contains the essential constants and functions
appearing in the solutions.
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The syntax for gendef is gendef(deqns, dvar, ivar), where:
• deqns—a list of differential equations.
• dvar—a list of dependent variables.
• ivar—a list of independent variables.
Finally, the syntax for genvec is genvec(lsol, lpar, lvar), where:
• lsol—a list of solutions for the generator coefficients.
• lpar—a list of parameters.
• lvar—a list of variables (independent and dependent).
In addition, if the infolevel[genvec] is set equal to 1 (the default value is 0), then an
alternate form of the output is also generated. Also, the corresponding pair of function
and variable must have the same position in lsol and lvar.
As an example of the application of pdesolv and other routines, let us consider Burger’s
equation:
> deq:=diff(u(x,t),t)+u(x,t)*diff(u(x,t),x)= diff(u(x,t),x,x);
deq :=
(
∂
∂t
u(x, t)
)
+ u(x, t)
(
∂
∂x
u(x, t)
)
=
∂2
∂x2
u(x, t).
We generate the determining equations deteq using gendef :
> deteq:=gendef([deq],[u],[x,t]);
deteq :=
[[
∂
∂u
ξt(x, t, u),
∂
∂u
ξx(x, t, u),
∂
∂x
ξt(x, t, u),
∂2
∂u2
ηu(x, t, u),
2
(
∂
∂x
ξx(x, t, u)
)
−
(
∂
∂t
ξt(x, t, u)
)
,−
(
∂2
∂x2
ηu(x, t, u)
)
+
(
∂
∂t
ηu(x, t, u)
)
+u
(
∂
∂x
ηu(x, t, u)
)
, ηu(x, t, u) +
(
∂2
∂x2
ξx(x, t, u)
)
− u
(
∂
∂x
ξx(x, t, u)
)
−
(
∂
∂t
ξx(x, t, u)
)
− 2
(
∂2
∂x∂u
ηu(x, t, u)
)
+
(
∂
∂t
ξt(x, t, u)
)
u
]
,
[ξx(x, t, u), ξt(x, t, u), ηu(x, t, u)], [x, t, u]
]
.
We observe that the output contains the determining equations (the r.h.s., being “= 0”,
in each equation is understood by Maple and is therefore suppressed) in a list within a list
(first element), together with the functions {ξx, ξt, ηu} introduced (with their functional
dependencies), which are the coefficients of the infinitesimal generator. To substantially
facilitate the entire procedure of the integration of the determining equations but at the
same time retain suitability for individual use, we have designed the output of gendef to
be “compatible” as the input of icde and pdesolv, i.e. the input to icde and pdesolv is
simply quantities (or operands) inside the list given by deteq.
To the determining equations we now adjoin, using icde (with default settings), all re-
sulting integrability conditions and then reduce the entire prolonged system to a canonical
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or orthonomic form invdeteq :
> invdeteq:=icde(op(deteq));
invdeteq :=
[
−ηu(x, t, u)− u ∂
∂x
ξx(x, t, u) +
(
∂
∂t
ξx(x, t, u)
)
,
∂
∂u
ξx(x, t, u),
2
∂
∂x
ξx(x, t, u)−
(
∂
∂t
ξt(x, t, u)
)
,
∂
∂x
ξt(x, t, u),
∂
∂u
ξt(x, t, u),(
∂
∂u
ηu(x, t, u)
)
+
∂
∂x
ξx(x, t, u),−
(
∂
∂t
ηu(x, t, u)
)
− u
(
∂
∂x
ηu(x, t, u)
)
,
∂2
∂x2
ξx(x, t, u),
∂2
∂x2
ηu(x, t, u)
]
.
We note how more “informative” in structure and in some ways simpler and more de-
coupled (more equations with only one dependent function, and more equations of the
type ∂∂var F = 0) invdeteq is as compared with the original set of determining equations.
Finally, we integrate this system using pdesolv :
> pdesolv(invdeteq,op(deteq)[2],op(deteq)[3]);[
[], [],
[
ξx(x, t, u) = C 2 + tC 3 + xC 1 t− 14xC 5 ,
ξt(x, t, u) = C 1 t2 − 12C 4 −
1
2
tC 5 ,
ηu(x, t, u) = C 3 − uC 1 t+ 14uC 5 + xC 1
]
,
[C 1 ,C 2 ,C 3 ,C 4 ,C 5 ]
]
.
Thus the prolonged system of determining equations has been completely integrated by
pdesolv and the results are returned as a list of lists. It should be noted that equivalently
we could have executed the pdesolv routine with the input pdesolv(invdeteq,[xi[x](x,t,u),
xi[t](x,t,u),eta[u](x,t,u)],[x,t,u]). Also, it has been observed that in some cases it may be
possible that pdesolv can integrate the nonprolonged system of determining equations.
In the next section, where we examine the symmetries of the wave equation with two
spatial variables, we will show that pdesolv cannot integrate the determining equations
without the assistance of the integrability conditions.
Finally, we mention that if one is only interested in the symmetries of a (system) dif-
ferential equation, then the routine symmetry combines gendef and pdesolv. The syntax
for its use is the same as gendef and the options are the same as pdesolv but with the ad-
dition of the option mord. The possible values of mord are 0 (default) and 1. With mord
= 1, symmetry calls icde before calling pdesolv, and vice versa for the default setting.
The default ordering, when symmetry calls icde, is auto.
In the following example we use symmetry to compute the symmetries of the heat
equation.
> eq:=diff(u(x,t),t) = diff(diff(u(x,t),x),x);
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eq :=
∂
∂t
u(x, t) =
∂2
∂x2
u(x, t)
> alias(z=(x,t,u)):
> infsol:=symmetry([eq],[u],[x,t]);
infsol :=
[[(
∂
∂t
F 4(x, t)
)
−
(
∂2
∂x2
F 4(x, t)
)]
, [],[
ξx(z) =
1
2
xC 4 + xtC 5 − 1
2
C 1 − 1
2
tC 2 ,
ξt(z) = C 3 + tC 4 + t2C 5 ,
ηu(z) = F 4(x, t)− 14uC 5x
2 +
1
4
uC 2x− 1
2
utC 5 − 1
8
uC 6
]
,
[F 4(x, t),C 3 ,C 1 ,C 2 ,C 4 ,C 5 ,C 6 ]
]
.
We can generate the independent infinitesimal generators in two different forms, associ-
ated with the general solution infsol by
> infolevel[genvec]:=1:
> genvec(infsol[3],infsol[4],[x,t,u]);
parameter ,F 4(x, t)
F 4(x, t)
(
∂
∂u
P
)
parameter ,C 3
∂
∂t
P
parameter ,C 1
−1
2
(
∂
∂x
P
)
parameter ,C 2
−1
2
t
(
∂
∂x
P
)
+
1
4
ux
(
∂
∂u
P
)
parameter ,C 4
1
2
x
(
∂
∂x
P
)
+ t
(
∂
∂t
P
)
parameter ,C 5
xt
(
∂
∂x
P
)
+ t2
(
∂
∂t
P
)
+
(
−1
4
ux2 − 1
2
ut
)(
∂
∂u
P
)
parameter ,C 6
−1
8
u
(
∂
∂u
P
)
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〈F 4(x, t), u〉, 〈1, t〉,
〈−1
2
, x
〉
,
〈
−1
2
t, x
〉
+
〈
1
4
ux, u
〉
,
〈
1
2
x, x
〉
+ 〈t, t〉,
〈xt, x〉+ 〈t2, t〉+
〈
−1
4
ux2 − 1
2
ut, u
〉
,
〈
−1
8
u, u
〉]
.
We note that the output list is a “compact” form of the previous six operators, which is
a “pretty print display” caused by the setting of the infolevel.
3. Applications of DESOLV
In this section we will apply the routines in DESOLV to more complicated prob-
lems. First of all we will consider determining all the Lie symmetries of the Kadomtsev–
Petviashvili equation, kpde:
> alias(w=(x,y,z,u),s=(x,y,z)):
> kpde:= diff(u(s),y$4) + 3*diff(u(s),z,z) +
> 6*u(s)*diff(u(s),y,y) + 4*diff(u(s),x,y)
> + 6*diff(u(s),y)^2 = 0;
kpde :=
(
∂4
∂y4
u(s)
)
+ 3
(
∂2
∂z2
u(s)
)
+6u(s)
(
∂2
∂y2
u(s)
)
+ 4
(
∂2
∂y∂x
u(s)
)
+ 6
(
∂
∂y
u(s)
)2
= 0.
The determining equations are detkp:
> detkp:=gendef([kpde],[u],[s]);
detkp :=
[[
∂
∂y
ξx(w),
∂
∂z
ξx(w),
∂
∂y
ξz(w),
∂
∂u
ξz(w),
∂
∂u
ξx(w),
∂
∂u
ξy(w),
∂2
∂y2
ξy(w),
∂2
∂y∂u
ηu(w),
∂2
∂u2
ηu(w), 2
(
∂2
∂z∂u
ηu(w)
)
−
(
∂2
∂z2
ξz(w)
)
,(
∂
∂z
ξz(w)
)
− 2
(
∂
∂y
ξy(w)
)
,−
(
∂
∂x
ξx(w)
)
+ 2
(
∂
∂z
ξz(w)
)
−
(
∂
∂y
ξy(w)
)
,
−2
(
∂
∂x
ξz(w)
)
− 3
(
∂
∂z
ξy(w)
)
,
∂
∂u
ηu(w)− 2
(
∂
∂y
ξy(w)
)
+ 2
(
∂
∂z
ξz(w)
)
,
−4
(
∂2
∂y∂x
ξy(w)
)
+ 4
(
∂2
∂x∂u
ηu(w)
)
− 3
(
∂2
∂z2
ξy(w)
)
+ 12
(
∂
∂y
ηu(w)
)
,
−6u
(
∂
∂y
ξy(w)
)
− 2
(
∂
∂x
ξy(w)
)
+ 6
(
∂
∂z
ξz(w)
)
u+ 3ηu(w),(
∂4
∂y4
ηu(w)
)
+ 6u
(
∂2
∂y2
ηu(w)
)
+ 3
(
∂2
∂z2
ηu(w)
)
+ 4
(
∂2
∂y∂x
ηu(w)
)]
,
[ξx(w), ξy(w), ξz(w), ηu(w)], [w]
]
.
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Note the use of the Maple alias command so as to simplify the output. The determining
system which is the first entry of detkp, has 17 equations. Next we apply icde to obtain
the involutive system invdetkp:
> invdetkp:=icde(op(detkp));
invdetkp :=
[
∂
∂u
ηu(w) +
(
∂
∂z
ξz(w)
)
,
∂
∂y
ξz(w),
∂
∂u
ξz(w),
∂
∂y
ξx(w),
∂
∂z
ξx(w),
−2
(
∂
∂x
ξx(w)
)
− 3 ∂
∂u
ηu(w),
∂
∂u
ξx(w),−3
(
∂
∂z
ξy(w)
)
− 2
(
∂
∂x
ξz(w)
)
,
2
(
∂
∂y
ξy(w)
)
+
∂
∂u
ηu(w),−2
(
∂
∂x
ξy(w)
)
+ 3ηu(w)− 3u ∂
∂u
ηu(w),
∂
∂u
ξy(w),
∂2
∂y2
ηu(w),
∂2
∂z∂y
ηu(w),
∂2
∂y∂u
ηu(w),
∂2
∂z∂u
ηu(w),
∂2
∂u2
ηu(w),
4
(
∂2
∂y∂x
ηu(w)
)
+ 3
(
∂2
∂z2
ηu(w)
)
, 3
(
∂
∂y
ηu(w)
)
+
(
∂2
∂x∂u
ηu(w)
)
,
−9
(
∂
∂z
ηu(w)
)
− 4
(
∂2
∂x2
ξz(w)
)
,
∂3
∂z3
ηu(w)
]
.
We see that invdetkp has three more equations than detkp and is more informative, sim-
pler and more decoupled, in the sense mentioned previously. Finally, using pdesolv, we
can readily integrate this system by:
> pdesolv(invdetkp,op(detkp)[2],op(detkp)[3]);[
[], [],
[
ξx(w) = 27F 6(x),
ξy(w) = 9
(
∂
∂x
F 6(x)
)
y − 6
(
∂2
∂x2
F 6(x)
)
z2 + 6
(
∂
∂x
F 17(x)
)
z + 3F 19(x),
ξz(w) = 18
(
∂
∂x
F 6(x)
)
z − 9F 17(x),
ηu(w) = 2
(
∂
∂x
F 19(x)
)
+ 4z
(
∂2
∂x2
F 17(x)
)
−4z2
(
∂3
∂x3
F 6(x)
)
− 18u
(
∂
∂x
F 6(x)
)
+ 6y
(
∂2
∂x2
F 6(x)
)]
,
[F 19(x),F 6(x),F 17(x)]
]
.
The output contains the (completely integrated) solutions, which depend on three arbi-
trary functions, for the coefficients of the infinitesimal generator.
As a second application we consider determining the Lie symmetries of the wave equa-
tion waveq in two spatial dimensions:
> alias(q=(x,y,t,v),p=(x,y,t)):
> waveq:=diff(v(p),t,t)-diff(v(p),x,x)-diff(v(p ),y,y)=0;
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waveq :=
(
∂2
∂t2
v(p)
)
−
(
∂2
∂x2
v(p)
)
−
(
∂2
∂y2
v(p)
)
= 0
> detwav:=gendef([waveq],[v],[p]);
detwav :=
[[
∂
∂v
ξt(q),
∂
∂v
ξx(q),
∂
∂v
ξy(q),
∂2
∂v2
ηv(q),
(
∂
∂x
ξt(q)
)
−
(
∂
∂t
ξx(q)
)
,(
∂
∂x
ξy(q)
)
+
(
∂
∂y
ξx(q)
)
,
(
∂
∂y
ξt(q)
)
−
(
∂
∂t
ξy(q)
)
,
(
∂
∂x
ξx(q)
)
−
(
∂
∂t
ξt(q)
)
,
−
(
∂
∂t
ξt(q)
)
+
(
∂
∂y
ξy(q)
)
,−
(
∂2
∂y2
ηv(q)
)
+
(
∂2
∂t2
ηv(q)
)
−
(
∂2
∂x2
ηv(q)
)
,
−
(
∂2
∂t2
ξy(q)
)
− 2
(
∂2
∂y∂v
ηv(q)
)
+
(
∂2
∂y2
ξy(q)
)
+
(
∂2
∂x2
ξy(q)
)
,
−2
(
∂2
∂x∂v
ηv(q)
)
−
(
∂2
∂t2
ξx(q)
)
+
(
∂2
∂y2
ξx(q)
)
+
(
∂2
∂x2
ξx(q)
)
,
2
(
∂2
∂v∂t
ηv(q)
)
+
(
∂2
∂x2
ξt(q)
)
+
(
∂2
∂y2
ξt(q)
)
−
(
∂2
∂t2
ξt(q)
)]
,
[ξx(q), ξy(q), ξt(q), ηv(q)], [q]
]
.
The routine pdesolv cannot completely integrate this system without the use of the inte-
grability conditions as generated by module7. This is illustrated as follows. First, since
pdesolv will automatically access icde in the IC generator module7 when needed, we
must, for purposes of this example, prevent pdesolv from doing this. This is achieved by
setting the option module = 6 in the calling sequence.
> pdesolv(op(detwav),module=6);[[(
∂
∂x
F 1(p)
)
−
(
∂
∂t
F 2(p)
)
,−
(
∂
∂t
F 1(p)
)
+
(
∂
∂x
F 2(p)
)
,(
∂
∂x
F 3(p)
)
+
(
∂
∂y
F 2(p)
)
,
(
∂
∂y
F 1(p)
)
−
(
∂
∂t
F 3(p)
)
,(
∂
∂y
F 3(p)
)
−
(
∂
∂t
F 1(p)
)
,
(
∂2
∂t2
F 4(p)
)
−
(
∂2
∂x2
F 4(p)
)
−
(
∂2
∂y2
F 4(p)
)
,
−
(
∂2
∂x2
F 5(p)
)
−
(
∂2
∂y2
F 5(p)
)
+
(
∂2
∂t2
F 5(p)
)
,
−2
(
∂
∂x
F 5(p)
)
−
(
∂2
∂t2
F 2(p)
)
+
(
∂2
∂y2
F 2(p)
)
+
(
∂2
∂x2
F 2(p)
)
,
2
(
∂
∂t
F 5(p)
)
+
(
∂2
∂x2
F 1(p)
)
+
(
∂2
∂y2
F 1(p)
)
−
(
∂2
∂t2
F 1(p)
)
,
−
(
∂2
∂t2
F 3(p)
)
− 2
(
∂
∂y
F 5(p)
)
+
(
∂2
∂y2
F 3(p)
)
+
(
∂2
∂x2
F 3(p)
)]
, [],
[ξx(q) = F 2(p), ξy(q) = F 3(p), ξt(q) = F 1(p), ηv(q) = F 4(p) + vF 5(p)],
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[F 5(p),F 4(p),F 3(p),F 2(p),F 1(p)]
]
.
As can be seen from the Maple output, the system of determining equations has not been
completely integrated by pdesolv without the use of icde.
With the standard use of icde as implemented in the default mode, pdesolv can readily
integrate the determining equations detwav in automated fashion:
> pdesolv(op(detwav));[[(
∂2
∂t2
F 4(p)
)
−
(
∂2
∂x2
F 4(p)
)
−
(
∂2
∂y2
F 4(p)
)]
, [],
[ξx(q) = −C 8 t2 − 2C 2xy
+C 8y2 − C 7y + C 11x− C 8x2 + C 12 − 2tC 6x+ tC 9 ,
ξy(q) = −C 2 t2 − C 2y2
+C 10 + yC 11 + tC 5 − 2tyC 6 + C 2x2 + xC 7 − 2xyC 8 ,
ξt(q) = −2C 2 ty + C 5y
−C 6y2 − 2C 8 tx− C 6x2 + C 9x+ C 11 t− C 6 t2 + C 13 ,
ηv(q) = F 4(p) + vC 3 + vtC 6 + vyC 2 + vxC 8 ], [F 4(p),
C 13 ,C 8 ,C 7 ,C 12 ,C 6 ,C 5 ,C 10 ,C 3 ,C 9 ,C 2 ,C 11 ]
]
.
It is important to note that we have implemented pdesolv in such a way that in the
default mode, it may access icde up to four times as is necessary during the integration
process. This can be altered through the setting of access7. Clearly then, if integration
of a system is all that is required then simply a call to pdesolv is sufficient, as icde has
already been “built in”. However, according to the aims stated in the introduction, we
provide icde and pdesolv as stand alone tools for the user’s use in the analysis and solving
of generic systems of differential equations which in general are not determining systems.
In the next example, we will take on the challenge as issued by Gazizov and Ibragimov
(1998) concerning the complete symmetry analysis of the two-dimensional Jacobs–Jones
equation using symbolic manipulation programs. The routines in DESOLV can, essen-
tially in a fully automated fashion, completely solve this problem. This will now be
demonstrated. We set up the input to Maple as follows, with jacjon being the Jacobs–
Jones equation:
> alias(w=(x,y,t,u),p=(x,y,t)):U:=u(p):
> jacjon := diff(U,t) = 1/2*a^2*x^2*diff(U,x,x) +
> a*b*c*x*y*diff(U,x,y) + 1/2*b^2*y^2*diff(U,y,y) +
> (d*x*ln(y/x)-e*x^(3/2))*diff(U,x) +
> (f*y*ln(g/y)-h*y*x^(1/2))*diff(U,y) - x*U;
jacjon :=
∂
∂t
u(p) =
1
2
a2x2
(
∂2
∂x2
u(p)
)
+ abcxy
(
∂2
∂y∂x
u(p)
)
+
1
2
b2y2
(
∂2
∂y2
u(p)
)
+
(
dxln
(
y
x
)
− ex3/2
)(
∂
∂x
u(p)
)
+
(
fyln
(
g
y
)
− hy√x
)(
∂
∂y
u(p)
)
− xu(p)
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where a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h are arbitrary constants. For nondegenerate forms of this equation
we need ab 6= 0 and c2 6= 1. In addition, Gazizov and Ibragimov impose the condition
c 6= 0.
Before proceeding, a few observations need to be made. First, the resulting determining
equations for this differential equation are rather complex consisting of 12 equations and
of overall length 10032. Clearly, the number of unknown dependent functions is small
being only four but the unwieldy nature of the coefficients in jacjon generates lengthy
expressions, in the involutive form of the determining system, which require Maple con-
siderable time to fully analyze and simplify. In general, we have noticed with preliminary
experimentation and analysis of several dozen systems, that the most efficient approach
(consisting of whether to integrate first then include IC, with particular ordering, or vice
versa and to what iteration level) can vary dramatically from system to system. Also,
some determining systems are completely integrated without the use of icde in module7.
Hence, it would appear that different systems prefer different approaches. We do not as
yet fully understand this behaviour and at this stage there appears to be no a priori way
of knowing which approach is best. Perhaps further analysis and experimentation may
shed some light. Also, it should be stressed that for very large, complex systems, some
care needs to be exercised in order to avoid the “intermediate swell problem” (very large
expressions exceeding the data handling capabilities of the algebraic manipulator on a
particular platform, or exceeding the capabilities of particular computer systems).
Proceeding with the problem at hand, we will simply make a call to the routine symme-
try, with the ordering = 4, and mord = 1 options, to determine the general infinitesimal
operator.
> gensol1:=symmetry([jacjon],[u],[s],ordering=4,mord=1);
gensol1 :=
[[
−2√x
(
∂
∂t
F 8(x, y, t)
)
+ b2y2
√
x
(
∂2
∂y2
F 8(x, y, t)
)
+2abcx3/2y
(
∂2
∂y∂x
F 8(x, y, t)
)
− 2hyx
(
∂
∂y
F 8(x, y, t)
)
−2dx3/2ln(x)
(
∂
∂x
F 8(x, y, t)
)
− 2fyln(y)√x
(
∂
∂y
F 8(x, y, t)
)
−2ex2
(
∂
∂x
F 8(x, y, t)
)
+ 2fyln(g)
√
x
(
∂
∂y
F 8(x, y, t)
)
−2x3/2F 8(x, y, t) + 2dx3/2ln(y)
(
∂
∂x
F 8(x, y, t)
)
+a2x5/2
(
∂2
∂x2
F 8(x, y, t)
)]
, [],
[ξx(w) = 0, ξy(w) = 0, ξt(w) = C 1 , ηu(w) = F 8(x, y, t) + uC 4 ],
[F 8(x, y, t),C 1 ,C 4 ]
]
.
It is interesting to note that the use of mord=1, which calls for the inclusion of IC in the
reduction to involution before the process of integration is initiated (i.e. icde is applied
first and then pdesolv), together with the ordering=4 option, is preferred. After a little
experimentation, this appears to be a reasonably efficient way to solve this problem using
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only the symmetry command with full reduction. If we use the default option mord=0,
which calls for pdesolv to integrate first as far as possible and then the intermittent use
of icde and pdesolv to the determining system, then this has proven to be very unsuitable
since the code fails to complete the integration (on a PC with a 500 Mz processor and
128 MB of RAM, running Windows 98) due to very high memory requirements. Clearly,
a very large intermediate expression swell is the problem in this case.
Alternatively, one can use the following sequence of commands which is almost equiva-
lent to the command symmetry([jacjon],[u],[x,y,t], iteration=2,ordering=4, mord=1), for
a small variation, to obtain the same result.
> deteqs:=gendef([jacjon],[u],[x,y,t]):
> pinvsys:=icde(op(deteqs),ordering=4, iteration=2):
> gensol2:=pdesolv(pinvsys,op(deteqs)[2], op(deteqs)[3]):
We note that in this case, unlike previously, complete reduction to involutive form is not
achieved (three iterations are needed on the determining system) but still pdesolv can
complete the integration without the further use of module7 (icde). Interestingly, this
approach is a little more efficient then the previous one.
The principle Lie algebra is infinite dimensional and spanned by:
> infolevel[genvec]:=1:
> genvec(gensol1[3],gensol1[4],[x,y,t,u]):
parameter ,F 8(x, y, t)
F 8(x, y, t)
(
∂
∂u
P
)
parameter ,C 1
∂
∂t
P
parameter ,C 4
u
(
∂
∂u
P
)
.
This is in complete agreement with Gazizov and Ibragimov. Next, we list all the possible
subcases (classification) of the Jacobs–Jones using the function classify. The argument of
classify, which is optional, is an expression sequence of all or some of the arbitrary con-
stants and functions appearing in the problem. An unevaluated function call is equivalent
to a call with all arbitrary quantities. The output is a list of expressions which pdesolv as-
sumes are nonzero or linearly independent. Individual special cases are then kept track of
in a convenient way and may be pursued at a later time. For the current problem, we have
> classify();
nonzero assumptions :
c
−x5a2h+ 4bx9/2caf − 4bx9/2acd+ 4b2x9/2d+ bx5ace
c− 1
c+ 1
h
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y
x
d
−a2d2 + 2cafbd+ f2a2 + b2d2
b
e(dt)
−aecbd− aecbf − eb2d+ a2hd+ a2hf + ahbcd
a
linearly independent assumptions :
{1, u}{
1
e(dt)
, e(tf)e(
tbd
ac )
}
{x30, x59/2}.
> An examination of the conditions listed above shows that they include all of the
subcases as presented by Gazizov and Ibragimov. Further, more complete, analysis of
this problem and others, using our package, will be published elsewhere.
> As a final example, we will examine the nonlinear telegraph system, labeled as
nltelsys, to illustrate the usefulness of the perit option.
> alias(s=(x,t)):
> nltelsys := [diff(v(s),t) = diff(u(s),x),
> diff(v(s),x) = f(u(s))*diff(u(s),t) + g(u(s))];
nltelsys :=
[
∂
∂t
v(s) =
∂
∂x
u(s),
∂
∂x
v(s) = f(u(s))
(
∂
∂t
u(s)
)
+ g(u(s))
]
> detsys:=gendef(nltelsys,[u,v],[s]):
The determining system detsys has nine equations. If we now try with the command
icde(op(detsys),ordering=4) to reduce this system to involutive form we run into memory
problems (on PCs running under windows 95/98; UNIX systems also require considerable
time and memory). This problem can be avoided through the use of the perit option. We
can obtain the involutive form with the command icde(op(detsys),perit=1, ordering=4).
4. Concluding Remarks and Further Research
The Maple routines (mainly icde and pdesolv), that we have presented, should prove
useful to the large community of Maple users working in this area. Specifically, the
reduction to an involutive form, as determined by icde, provides the user with a number of
appealing options. For example, this routine determines excluded integrability conditions
and allows, via ordering through certain weighting functions or user defined, considerable
flexibility in reduction. We have successfully tested DESOLV with a large test suite,
consisting of determining systems as generated by more than 50 differential equations
(or systems). Typically, the times required for the complete integration ranged from 1–
1000 seconds on a PC with a Pentium III, 500 Mz processor (128 MB of RAM, running
under Windows 98). In the table below, we give some approximate times required with
this processor, for the complete determination of the Lie symmetries of some well-known
differential equations. It should be noted that these were all done with only a single call,
with appropriate options, to the routine symmetry, after the preliminary Maple “data”
input had been established. No intermediate user intervention was necessary.
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Equation/System Time (s)
Heat 1.6
KdV 1.8
Fokker–Planck 2.4
Transonic 3.1
Kadomtsev–Petviashvili 6.7
3-d Wave 9.3
Einstein–Maxwell 10
Euler inviscid flow 25
Jacob–Jones 185
Magneto-Hydro-Dynamics 236
Nonlinear telegraph 350
There are still a number of fundamental questions that need to be answered. For exam-
ple, how does one choose the most efficient path to integrating the determining equations?
For each specific problem, there is the choice to attempt to integrate first and then re-
duce the system or vice versa, and then what level of reduction should be performed
if complete reduction to an involutive form is not ideal. The question of which variable
orderings to choose then becomes important. Further, it is still not completely clear to us
how the structure of the involutive forms of the different determining systems depends on
the different weighting systems. We have aimed for strategies which, as described above,
produce involutive systems that are more desirable from a certain “complete integra-
tion” point of view, and to a certain extent we have achieved this. However it is clear,
from the testing already done, that different systems prefer different approaches and it is
still unknown to us if this preference is determinable beforehand. Further analysis along
these lines may indeed lead to even more suitable weighting methods. In future work, we
intend to more closely examine the effects (and interactions) that the different (current
and new) icde options produce on systems of differential equations. Furthermore, as an
improvement to pdesolv, we intend to automate the addition of the excluded integrability
conditions, in an auxiliary mode, to assist in the integration.
Finally, there is available a version of DESOLV which runs under the current version
of Maple V, which is Release 5, as well as one which runs under Release 4. It may
be downloaded from the website: http://www.cm.deakin.edu.au/research/jcarm. In
addition, many Maple worksheets containing fully worked examples can also be obtained
from this site.
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